SPECIALTY COOKIE

CHOCOLATE WHOOPIE PIE
Bite-sized treats are chewy in texture and dreamy in taste. Oozing with chocolate filling, the Chocolate Whoopie Pie satisfies every chocoholic craving.

CKB110 24 pcs/cs

RED VELVET WHOOPIE PIE
Bite-sized treats are chewy in texture and dreamy in taste. Red Velvet’s smooth cream-cheese filling is addictively divine. One simply isn’t enough!

CKB115 24 pcs/cs

BUTTER COOKIE ASSORTMENT
Gourmet specialty cookie, baked

CK012 Filled 100 pcs/cs
CK016 Plain 180 pcs/cs

MEXICAN WEDDING COOKIE
These cookies are rich with the Mexican culture, customs, and color. Powdered sugar adds an elegant flair to the flavorful bites.

CK030-75 75 pcs/cs

BAKLAVA BAR, CUTS
Note: Mini requires 2 days lead time

BN001 44 pcs/cs

INDIVIDUAL BISCOTTI
Gourmet specialty cookie, baked

CK010-16 Large 16 pcs/cs
CK010-MINI-54 Mini 54 pcs/cs

COCONUT MACAROON
Gourmet specialty cookie, baked

CKB008-36 Large 36 pcs/cs
CKB008-72 Small 72 pcs/cs
CKB008-60 Petite 60 pcs/cs

CHOCOLATE COCONUT MACAROON
Gourmet specialty cookie, baked

CKB005-36 Large 36 pcs/cs
CKB005-72 Small 72 pcs/cs

* Mini requires 2 days lead time.
* Specifications and decorations in this catalog are subject to change without notice.